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Spring SUMMER will be a little late this year…

..But the flying is easy. Fish are jumping and the corn is high…..

Field News:
Fletcher Field has been stripped, plowed under, cultivated and receded – no longer
available for flying for the remainder of this year.
Fletcher Fields loss is Greens Road’s gain. The Time Lords moved swiftly and the
Tardis (Outhouse in Canadian) is now located at the south-east corner of the old equipment
barn (see galactic coordinates marked on inside of the access hatch)
When Doctor Who1 heard of the transposition he was moved to
observe: “That was simply transmigration of object. There's a
great deal of difference between that and pure science, you
know.”
Many thanks to the moving gang – they did a great job (no pun intended) – in very
miserable conditions, Derek Hartwell for locating and hauling the trailer, Stan Shaw and Cliff
English for all the spade work, and Werner Klebert for making sure all was straight and level.
Please also note that the Frequency board is stored in the Tardis – please make sure
that your pin is on the board before you let fly!
Web Site: www.soggi.ca
We are on the web! We are, Hey man! Like totally cool, rude dudes with attitudes,
geezers with freezers, flyers with bias, nermals with thermals …
Thanks to Bob Hammett the website is up and running. Take a few minutes and check out the pictures – also if you have any links that you
feel deserve to be added send them in.

The President Speaks 2004

Summer, at long last, has arrived with more than enough rain to keep the sod ever so green. It has been a busy one for everyone.
Besides the club events and visiting other venues I have enjoyed a reasonably good flying season. We have managed to hold every one of the
scheduled events with good participation by both club members and visitors.

It has been most gratifying to see the club membership increase due to having the Westover slope site and the continuing brochure
program in the hobby shops. Recently, I received an email from a gentlemen located in Fonthill but who had picked up in info at Skycraft. He
was directed to the president of GNATS for more help in getting into sailplanes and electric-powered models. So those who are responsible
1

See more Dr. Who Quotes on page 6
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for stocking the brochures in the various hobby shops please do check on their numbers and keep them stocked during your visits. Your good
work is showing results.
It is gratifying to see the membership supporting the events and enjoying the opportunity to fly at Ben Schouten'
s Sod farm. Let us
be mindful of this privilege and continue to keep the fields clean and free of any garbage. A special thanks to Werner Klebert, Derek
Hartwell, Cliff English for moving the outhouse in July back to Schouten’s sod farm in the rain even! It will be certainly be appreciated by
everyone who comes out to the Two Meter and The Big Bird Bash contests. It now sports a new colour “Navaho Red” thanks to Bud and
Stan!
Furthermore, this issue contains a questionnaire for the club membership that will be discussed at our October meeting. If you would
complete the sheet and bring it to the meeting, it will save the time of completing it at the meeting! Hopefully this will give us some useful
information that will make our club more interesting and enjoyable in 2004-2005.
The results of the F3j World Sailplane Championships held in Red Deer shows twenty-one countries participated in the W/C.
Sounds like a busy week with eight rounds flown plus the fly-offs. The winner was David Hobby (AUS) 2997.5; Joe Wurts (USA), 2995;
Phil Kolb (GER), 2994.7. Arend Borst (CAN) 6th place and the Canadian team finished 11th. The Canada Cup event prior to the W/C was
won by Joe Wurts (USA) according the web site: wwwf3jcanada.com. Glad to see a successfully run event and one that Canada can be proud
of holding a FAI World Championship event. I, for one, think it very appropriate for MAAC to sponsor and support this type of event. It is a
credit to Keith Morison for organizing this challenging event in Red Deer.
Lastly, thanks to Bob Hammett and Dick Colley the SOGGI web site is up and running at www.soggi.ca. It looks very good for our
initial attempt and will improve as time goes by with more experience. We have a great opportunity to maintain our good public image and
promote our hobby. If you have any suggestions for new features or improvements please let Bob or Dick know about it! Congratulations on
a job well done!

Stan Shaw
President

Interesting Stuff

From Silent Flight Classifieds, 329 Little Ave. Ridgeway, Pa. 15853 April '92
In case you haven't heard, Joe Wurts, F3B World Champion, won the Masters of Soaring Contest with Darryl Perkins in second.
They were using the same ships that did it for them in Holland.
While standing with them in the line at the winches, I asked Joe, an Aeronautical Engineer for his thoughts on better lift over
drag. He said that sandpaper was the key. He suggested that wings which are sanded glass smooth offer the best drag
reduction. Most other tricks like vortex tips, fuselage fillets and T or V-tails are not as effective as a very smooth wing. Take it
from the guy who knows, sand, sand, sand!
Discussion in the pits came around to ballast. Most everyone understands that you add weight to increase speed. Most
everyone adds ballast to counter the effects of flying in wind. Very few people add ballast when the wind isn't blowing and
maybe they should! Consider that the current crop of computer sailplane design programs output graphs with drag vs lift with
speed as a side product. Usually it's linked with Reynolds # with reference to full size aircraft performance. The problem is that
reality offers very irregular wind currents with turbulence where the wind-tunnel is less bumpy. It follows that data from a tunnel
will vary from what happens out at your favorite pasture. To give the average pilot a chance to evaluate some real data in
conditions he normally encounters, lets consider trimming and testing in
a low tech situation.
Most guys build their ships using the best weight saving techniques, go out and trim the ship using the Dive Test, then go have a
ball with it. They have no way of knowing if the airfoil is working at its best speed. Obviously it's not possible to make the ship
lighter so we can only add weight and see what happens. So how much do we add? Glad you asked!
Wing Loading is derived from wing area and weight. The area is a constant so we vary loading by adding ballast. The area
determines how many ounces of lead it takes to make 1 ounce per square foot of loading.
The attached sheet of paper is a short computer program in BASIC which will punch up the data for you.**
On Two meter size ships it takes about 5 ounces of lead to increase loading 1 oz/sq. ft. More area means that more lead is
needed to make the 1 oz change. Carefully measure your various ships for total wing area, and then run this program with the
empty weight of each. Then make a chart with 5 oz increments and the resulting loadings. For starters, this will show that
throwing your car keys, loose change or wrist watch in for ballast has marginal effect on the ship!
Now, make up three chunks of ballast for l oz increments and find a way to install them so they stay put in the fuselage. Now
charge the radio and go fly.
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Pick a very early morning and drag your good buddy along. Set up the winch and assemble the ship. Now, fly the ship with no
ballast and record the time. If there is any breeze or you see anything that disturbs the still air, re-fly the flight. The idea is to get
a time on the clock for un-ballasted flight. Now add ballast for 1 oz of loading. Go fly again, trying to be smooth so that test
conditions are similar. Log the time. Now add another ounce of loading and do it again. When you, have fully loaded the ship
and logged the times you will have an idea of where the wing works best. If there is a "sweet spot" where times are longer than
at either lighter or heavier loadings, this is your ships optimum loading. This doesn't mean you should never add more ballast. It
means that in still air the ship comes down slowest at this loading. Now no one likes carrying weight around that does not
contribute to strength or to duration. Next time you decide to build a ship, duplicate the one you've tested. Now that you know
the optimum weight, you can build toward that target using materials which add strength or a larger capacity battery for longer
flights.
Having done the ballast tests, you might want to recheck the Dive Test at Optimum weight. It may be that there will be small
changes in the trim which will need attention. The idea is to verify the way the ship flies in both trim and weight variables. Lastly,
if you fly contests you will want to recheck the way the ship reacts to spoilers/flaps coming into the landing spot. Faster, more
efficient ship will need more speed control to get those landing points. Linked with the landing is the way that ballast is attached
to the fuselage Make sure it will stay put, even on "dork" landings so that your won't be launching the next flight with the ballast
shifted!
** BASIC Programs are hard to find these days so try these links instead:
http://www.coloradogliders.com/wingloadingcalculator.htm

Wing Loading and Stall Speed

Divide the wing area in square inches by 144 to get the area in square feet. Now, divide the weight in ounces by the area in square feet to get
the wing loading in ounces per square foot. From this you can estimate the stall speed by multiplying the square root of the wing loading
times 3.7. Some use a different multiplier such as 4.0 instead of 3.7; it'
s an admittedly simplistic formula that nevertheless gives surprisingly
accurate results.

#1 Speed 400 Electric May 15 2004

With the weather not being very co-operative 8 flyers came out
to the field. Jim Donnelly from the Fergus competed with his Li’l
Bird.
Cliff English scratched after the first round his Li’l Bid did not
like the weather and would not fly.
The use of a whistle for starting and stopping the 1
minute motor runs worked out very well.
Scoring for this contest used a differential formula.
First place was given 1000 points. The differential % was the
highest score divided into 1000. The next scores were multiplied
by the differential percentage to give a final score.

#2 Speed 400 Electric June 12 2004

With the weather co-operating 11 pilots came out to the field.
Phil Stulginski joined the club and had a speed 400 glider, and
was able to fly in the contest placing 7th. Larry Literovich from
another club (GNATS) flew well and placed 3rd.
With the weather co-operating 4 rounds were flown. Cliff
English gave an excellent exhibition of flying a glider inverted
finally landing in a pine tree. Jack Linghorne bowed out after the
second flight with speed control problems.
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Mike Thomas was the overall winner.
Mike Thomas
Werner Klebert
Stan Shaw
Jim Donnelly
Bud Wallace
Ken Lockwood
Dick Colley
Cliff English

2955
2714
2704
2679
2394
2354
2320
328

Juri Vosu was the overall winner
Juri Vosu
Mike Thomas
Larry Literovich
Stan Shaw
Bud Wallace
Werner Klebert
Phil Stulginski
Dick Colley
Ken Lockwood
Jack Linghorne
Cliff English

3986
3868
3570
3439
3102
2691
2604
2448
2202
827
29
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#3 Speed 400 Electric July 10 2004

With the weather co-operating 14 pilots came out to the field.

Mike Kucera was the overall winner.
Stan Shaw was second
Otakar was third.

Mike Kucera
Stan Shaw
Otakar Koprnicky
Mike Thomas
Juri Vosu
Larry Literovich
Bud Wallace
Keith Armstrong
Ken Lockwood
Dick Colley
Werner Klebert
Werner Hildersheim
Rob Nelson
Bill Woodward

August 2004
3990
3951
3637
3468
3396
3368
3027
3018
2871
2841
2794
SCR
1621 (2 rounds)
831 (2 rounds)

Golden Oldies Contest 2004
CD Bud Wallace – June 20th 2004 – Schouten’s Sod Farm, Greens Road
3 – 7 minute rounds Landings in/out 30 points
Name:
Stan Shaw
Mike Thomas
Bud Wallace
Gerald Fritz
Jim Donnelly
Werner Klebert
Dick Colley
Cliff English
Philip Stulginski
Kevin Intini
Derek Hartwell
Bob Hammett

round1
round 2
round 3
total pts
424
255
277
1006
337
367
203
923
252
197
363
856
136
149
409
738
175
255
222
693
196
217
233
676
75
252
235
596
162
117
189
525
145
141
107
438
122
106
130
411
70
130
107
318
87
54
87
270

SOGGI CLUB DAY AND OTTO BANDMANN MEMORIAL DAY CONTEST

CD – Stan Shaw Sunday July 11, 2004 at Schouten’s Sod Farm, Greens Road
The results of the four rounds of eight-minute precision-duration tasks with no landing spots and one pop-off per round are as follows:
No.1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Bob Hammett
Mike Thomas
Joe Baltaza
Kevin Intini
Keith Armstrong
Rob Nelson
Derek Hartwell
Stan Shaw
Werner Klebert
Dick Colley
Gerald Fritz
Cliff English
Werner Hildersheim
Otakar Koprnicky
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1439 points
1437
1397
1163
1146
1070
955
891
878
815
715
522
479
297
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SOGGI Two Meter Contest, August 8th, 2004
I should have stayed in bed even though the sun was shining brightly in a clear blue sky! Little did I know what lay in store! Bud had charged
up the Prophet and also his Sophisticated Lady for the event. I looked forward to flying the Prophet again as it performs quite well in light air.
Oh well, you won’t believe what happened!
Upon arriving at the field Werner Klebert was busying setting up the sun shade and getting his
winch out on the field. We proceeded to lay out the club winch and two landing spots and Bob
Hammett and Werner Hildesheim set out hi-starts as well. By the time Werner called for the
pilots meeting there were some fourteen registered.
There would have been one more except for the fact that Stanley decided to have a test flight
with the Prophet . The test flight wound up being a short flight right into the ground at high
speed. The radio quit working due to a poor connector between the battery and the switch
harness. We had experienced some problem with the radio before.
Sad to see the plane completely destroyed as it had been around for almost fifteen years. This
makes two models that I have crashed this year. Sorry Bud for the loss of one of your better
flying models.
Werner allowed an hour per round with the tasks being 3 minutes, 5 minutes, 7 minute and hopefully a 10 minute round. However, Mother
Nature decided to challenge us with a strong south-west wind averaging 26 kph and gusting to over thirty later on the day. Most flyers were
able to max out the first round but quite a few missed their landing spots worth fifty points. Doug Pike and Joseph Banial with their hi-tech
model were getting amazing launches on Joe’s winch . However, Mike suffered a crash with his model with what appeared to be a wing
failure on launch as it spiraled down fortunately far away on the field. Later Steve Jankowski lost control of his Gentle Lady and crashed in
the car parking area luckily missing the cars! Sorry to see so many crashes in one day but one wonders how much can be done to prevent
them. I will certainly never fly a model that has intermittant radio problems till the problem is identified and fixed. I think I have made that
statement many times before in recorded history if anyone would like to verify it!
At the end of the third round a pilots meeting was called to decide if the fourth round would be flown. The pilots tie vote was broken by
Werner tossing a coin; the contest was officially over at three rounds! The results were soo close!
First place Werner Klebert 806; Second place Doug Pike 805 and Mike Kucera, 795.
The winners got cash awards of $20, $15, $10 respectfully. It is interesting to note that the 1st and 3rd models were designed and built by
Werner Klebert. Perhaps we can ask Werner if his designs could be built by club members for next years contest to give the rest us a better
chance of winning. What do you think, Werner, is it a good idea?
Many thanks to the COGG members and SOGGI members who came out to participate and make it a successful contest on a beautiful
Sunday afternoon
Stan Shaw
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Name
Werner Klebert
Doug Pike
Mike Kucera
Otakar Koprnicky
Mike Thomas
Joe Banial
Rob Nelson
Kevin Intini
Dick Colley
Joseph Baltaza
Werner
Hildesheim
Bob Hammett
Bud Wallace
Derek Hartwell
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Round 1
(3 Minute Max)
Time
mm:ss
03 : 05
03 : 01
02 : 40
03 : 04
03 : 00
03 : 01
03 : 01
02 : 58
03 : 13
03 : 13

Round 2
(5 Minute Max)

LDG

Points

0
50
50
0
50
50
0
0
0
50

175
229
210
176
230
229
179
178
167
217

Time
mm:ss
02 : 45
04 : 19
04 : 10
04 : 59
04 : 03
05 : 09
05 : 01
03 : 14
03 : 41
03 : 48

August 2004

Round 3
(7 Minute Max)

LDG

Points

50
50
0
0
50
50
50
0
0
0

215
309
250
299
293
341
349
194
221
228

Time
mm:ss
06 : 56
03 : 37
04 : 46
04 : 41
03 : 51
02 : 57
03 : 00
04 : 21
04 : 36
03 : 20

Grand
Total

Rank

LDG

Points

0
50
50
0
0
0
0
50
0
0

416
267
336
281
231
177
180
311
276
200

806
805
796
756
754
747
708
683
664
645

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

03

:

02

0

178

03

:

58

0

238

03

:

42

0

222

638

11

02
02
01

:
:
:

57
50
58

0
0
0

177
170
118

02
01
02

:
:
:

15
26
13

50
50
50

185
136
183

02
01
00

:
:
:

32
46
00

50
0
0

202
106
0

564
412
301

12
13
14

Dr. Who Quotes:
Tegan: Call yourself a Time Lord? A broken clock keeps better time than you do. At least it's accurate twice a day, which is
more than you ever are.
THE VISITATION
The Doctor: Brigadier, a straight line may be the shortest distance between two points, but it is by no means the most
interesting.
THE TIME WARRIOR
The Doctor: Well, look at me. I'm old, lacking in vigor, my mind's in a turmoil. I no longer know if I'm coming, have gone, or
even been. I'm falling to pieces.
I no longer even have any clothes sense . . . Self-pity is all I have left.
THE TWIN DILEMMA
The Doctor: You know, the very powerful and the very stupid have one thing in common, they don't alter their views to fit the
facts, they alter the facts to fit the views; which can be uncomfortable - if you happen to be one of the facts that needs altering.
FACE OF EVIL
"Logic, my dear Zoë, merely enables one to be wrong with authority."
The Doctor: I suppose the best way to find out where you've come from is to find out where you're going, and then work
backwards.
CITY OF DEATH

Is there anybody out there? – Who has an article inside just bursting to get out
-

We publish for free!
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For Sale: Want Ads: Personals
FOR SALE:

1 – Great planes SPECTRA ARF – Cost new $159.99
1 – Speed Control
- Cost new $74.99
1 - Charger
- Cost new $101.12
1 - Futaba 4YF Radio
- Cost new $235.00
1 – Flight Battery
$15.00
All the above items are new-in box – for further details

Contact:

Ernest Vidovic at 905-648-6280

For Sale:

Two meter Spirit, ARF glider flown about 5 times. Last person to trim it and to fly it was Stanley
Shaw. It comes complete with a small 3 channel Hobbico Narrow Band TX, Hobbico Super Narrow Band
RX and two Hobbico CS-61 servos installed in the fuselage. To fly you need batteries, 8 AA cells in the TX
and 4 AA cells for the RX.
Asking $180 or BO.
Contact Juri at 905-279-9549 or jvosu@sympatico.ca

For Sale: Radio

7 Channel Cirrus 850 XLC (Hobby Shack, Futaba compatible) on Channel 52 AM, Gold Stickered
TX with Dual Rates on Elevator, Aileron and Rudder. The TX battery is weak and will have to be
replaced! The flight pack has a Cirrus 7 Channel HS-874 RX, and 3 CS-28R servos plus wiring and servo
wheels. Again needs a flight battery.
Asking $50 or BO.
Contact Juri at 905-279-9549 or at jvosu@sympatico.ca

FOR SALE

Kit: OLYMPIC II - 100" span, Airtronics original kit. Stab already completed. $35.00
Kit: PUSSYCAT - 2 metre, manufactured by Bob Martin. New in box. $30.00
Contact Mike Thomas

Task 2004
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For Sale

Quarter Scale GRUNAU BABY 2b (134" span) originally built from a Krick kit in 1989.
In perfect condition; not flown for six years. Canadian Nationals Scale winner in 1990 and 1991.
Silk covered, scale pilot. Complete with four Futaba mini servos in the wings and two
large Futaba servos in the fuselage. Could easily be adapted for aero-tow and would look fantastic. I'm
no longer flying sailplanes and this is too good to sit in the basement!
Price $400.00 - or best offer.
Jack Nunn 705-728-4467 or pno2nr@sympatico.ca

7.11 Labels

Sweet and simple...I created what I wanted to have on the decal in my favorite word processor (MS word) with
whatever style print appealed to me, and printed it out on the laser printer. I then took standard clear plastic package
tape (like they use for UPS packages, etc. This brand name happens to be 3M Highland 3710 tape) and laid down a
strip over the printing. Rub it on nice and solid, then cut out what you want to use. Soak it in water (articles
recommend no more than 3 minutes...I found it didn'
t make much difference if you went longer. Let one soak for 30
minutes w/out difficulty), then just '
rub'the paper backing with your finger until all the paper rubs off. The actual
print will be embossed in the tape. Once the tape dries, the adhesion quality returns, and you can simply tape it on
your plane/radio/whatever-where ever you want. Works pretty slick, and is low-cost.
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2003/4 SOGGI Executive
President:

Stan Shaw
39-383, Edinburgh Road,
Guelph, Ont.
N1G 2K7

Vice President: Werner Klebert
59, Byron Avenue
Hamilton, Ont.

519-763-7111

905-578-9431
L8J 2T1

Treasurer:

Keith Armstrong
219, Governors Road
DUNDAS, Ont
L9H 3J7

905-627-4011

Secretary:

Cliff English
24, Blackwood Crescent
Hamilton, Ont.
L8S 3H5

905-522-4561

Editor:

Dick Colley
101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont.
L0R 2H5

905-689-7761

Deadline for October Issue of Task:

September 22nd 2004

2004/2005 Calendar of Events
DATE
•
•
•
•

Contest dates
October 17th
November 14th
December 5th

See attached Schedule
Members meeting Rockton Library
Members meeting Rockton Library
Members meeting Rockton Library

2.00pm
2.00pm
2.00pm

•
•
•
•
•

January 9th
February 13th
March 13th
April 10th

Members meeting
Members meeting
Members meeting
Members meeting

2.00pm
2.00pm
2.00pm
2.00pm

• 2005
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Rockton Library
Rockton Library
Rockton Library
Rockton Library
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From the web -

Timer
A response that floored me was the one concerning reliance on timers. I have always felt that a good timer is very
important to a good flight. Most of the good pilots I fly with share this opinion, but this seems to be an attitude limited
to the East Coast. Pilots everywhere else opined that timers are just there to give time when requested. Get your heads
out guys! A good timer can be very important! Starting at the winch, the timer can be a critical part of any
sandbagging evolution. He can tangle the line, he can miss the hookup and send the winch line zooming down the
field. He can forget his watch and have to run back to the parking lot to find it. He can fake a seizure. A good timer
can delay a launch by as much as an hour if necessary. Once airborne, the timer can be the eyes in the back of the
pilot'
s head. If he knows his stuff, and if the pilot trusts him, the timer can direct the pilot to areas of the sky that the
pilot can not study. The timer can keep an eye on other competitors, and in general A good timer will never cheat, but
after the landing, he will stretch the tape as much as possible to get his pilot maximum landing points. To finish his
job, a good timer will reliably return the pilot'
s transmitter to impound (making sure it is turned off), and he will turn
in accurate and legible scores. The timer can do all this and also provide accurate and timely (no pun) time.

How to Choose a Good Timer:
Here are a few pointers you can use to choose a good one:
1. Always pick a guy who has a digital watch. Guys with sweep second hands are not to be trusted and are generally
crackpots lost in another era.
2. Always pick someone who can at least beat you as much as you beat him. This means Joe Wurts and Brian Agnew
can only time for each other.
3. Never pick someone who has just had a bad flight or is having a bad day. Bad attitudes are infectious. Josh Glaab,
the perpetual ESL Champ, and a past National Champ practically demands a psychological profile from his timers.
"What did you have for breakfast?", "How have you been sleeping?", "Are you and your wife getting along?" "Any
bad flights in the last week?"
4. Try to pick someone you know well and trust (who meets all the above criteria). A fellow competitor you fly with
often, who knows your style, and who reads the time the way you like it is the best choice.
5. Never use your wife, a close relative, an employee, a sponsor, or a team member. You are setting yourself up for a
lot of criticism. Use someone else'
s wife, especially if she is really hot, but only if she can read the air. Quite
frequently the best timer is your closest competitor. Usually he will go out of the way to be helpful, and no one will
ever accuse you of cheating.
6. No offense to the aged or infirm or handicapped, but never pick a timer with a stutter, a history of schizophrenia, a
wooden leg or a heart condition, or who is restricted any way in his mobility. Sometimes timers have to be able to
really move out, and of course having to wait 30 seconds to hear a 10 second countdown will really throw your
landings off. Worse yet is getting two conflicting countdowns at the same time. Timers with multiple personality
disorders are out. Listening to your timer argue with himself about who mother loved best will definitely throw off
your flight.
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